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Tony Tony attempts to intervene, inadvertently leading to Riff being fatally stabbed by Bernardo. ^ Tedeschi, Rubens (9 July 1981). The recording process was filmed as a documentary, The Making of West Side Story, by the BBC for Unitel, produced by Humphrey Burton and directed by Christopher Swann.[96] The documentary and its director won
the 1986 Robert Flaherty Documentary Award (Television) and a Prix Italia.[97] It was also nominated for an Emmy in the category "Outstanding Classical Program in the Performing Arts".[98] A 1993 recording on the TER label, the first recording to document the full score including the overture, performed by Britain's National Symphony Orchestra,
using cast members of the 1992 Leicester Haymarket Theatre production, conducted by John Owen Edwards. The cast included Shereen Pimentel as Maria, Isaac Cole Powell as Tony, Amar Ramasar as Bernardo, Thomas Jay Ryan as Lt. Schrank and Yesenia Ayala as Anita. But for the most part he has served the needs of the onstage threshing
machine ... ^ "Outstanding Classical Program in the Performing Arts ¢ÃÂÂ 1985". A grieving Anita arrives at Maria's apartment. "Oscars 2022 Winners: See the Full List Here", Vanity Fair, March 28, 2022 ^ "Curb Your Enthusiasm, Season 7, Episode 68, 'Officer Krupke'" Archived January 31, 2012, at WebCite, HBO.com, accessed August 19, 2011 ^
Futterman, Erica. Archived from the original on March 22, 2019. Subsequent Australian tours have been staged in 1983, 1994, 2010 and 2019.[76][77] In 1961, a tour of Israel, Africa and the Near East was mounted.[citation needed] In 1962, the West End (H. Furious, Anita spitefully delivers the wrong message, telling the Jets that Chino has shot
Maria dead. When Bernardo pushes Tony, Riff punches him in Tony's defense. Meanwhile, Anita, Rosalia, and the other Shark girls discuss the differences between the territory of Puerto Rico and the mainland United States of America, with Anita defending America, and Rosalia yearning for Puerto Rico Retrieved August 9, 2021. It is fascinatingly
tricky and melodically beguiling, and it marks the progression of an admirable composer ... "Ivo van Hove's Revival of West Side Story Will Not Reopen on Broadway". ^ Berson 2011, p. 182. Sources Berson, Misha (2011). Laurents ultimately invented what sounded like real street talk but actually was not: "cut the frabba-jabba", for example.[13]
Sondheim converted long passages of dialogue, and sometimes just a simple phrase like "A boy like that would kill your brother", into lyrics. "Steven Spielberg's West Side Story will make you believe in movies again". A 2007 recording was released by Decca Broadway in honor of the musical's 50th anniversary. Tony initially refuses, but Riff wins him
over. Bernstein said: Everyone told us that [West Side Story] was an impossible project ... The Rolling Stone Interviews. 8; Stevens, Rob. Just as Tony sees Maria alive, Chino arrives and shoots Tony. ^ Pollack-Pelzner, Daniel. (2014). "Laurents-Directed West Side Story Sets Broadway Preview Date" Archived May 26, 2008, at the Wayback Machine,
Playbill, May 23, 2008 ^ Gans, Andrew and Jones, Kenneth. ^ Ouzounian, Richard (June 8, 2009). They described the project as "lyric theater", and Laurents wrote a first draft he called East Side Story. Retrieved February 4, 2012. ISBN 0-02-872625-1. "The Director's Route Back To 'West Side'". For other uses, see West Side Story (disambiguation).
The two contacted Robbins, who was enthusiastic about a musical with a Latin beat. "Billy Elliot, Norman Conquests, Hair, God of Carnage Are Tony Award Winners" Archived June 12, 2009, at the Wayback Machine, Playbill, June 8, 2009 ^ Gans, Andrew and Jones, Kenneth. Anybodys arrives and tells the Jets that she has been spying on the Puerto
Ricans; she has discovered that Chino has a gun and is looking for Tony. ISBN 9781419750632. ^ Chi, Paul (October 23, 2018). (2010) West Side Story: Cultural Perspectives on an American Musical, Scarecrow Press, Lanham, ,artseuqro ad ohnamat o marizuder serotudorp so ,0102 ed ohluj mE ]35[ .wohS lacisuM ed mublÃ rohleM ed drawA
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and 27 views. [55] The Renaissance sold 1,074,462 Broadway tickets over almost two years [56] and was a financial success. [57] 2020 Broadway Theater's Broadway Revival Marquise during the 2020 Broadway Renaissance A Renaissance of West Side Story Broadway began to review on December 10, 2019 and officially opened on 20 February 2020
at Broadway Theater. [58] [59] It was directed by Ivo Van Hove, with choreography by Anne Teresa of Keersmaeker [60] and was produced by Scott Rudin, Barry Diller and David Geffen. Maxine Gordon was Anybodys. [33] A United Kingdom National Turã began in 1997 and starred in David Habbin as Tony, Katie Knight Adams as Maria and AnnaJane Casey as Anita. Something is coming, something good: West Side Story and American Imagination. Laurents, Arthur (2000). ^ Some of the moms Bernstein wrote for West Side Story, but this was not used in production, it was later integrated into Chichester Psalms. ^ Kuperinsky, Amy. Tony stabs Bernardo in the 1957 Broadway production. "I
feel beautiful" was sung in Spanish like "I think hermosa" and "a boy like this" was sung in Spanish as "on Hombre Ansã £". Inspired by William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, the story takes place in mid -1950s at the Upper West Side of Manhattan, in New York City, then a blue collar multiracial neighborhood. The director, the choreigation and the
Idea Manual, Jerome Robbins, set up and then destroyed the wilder, restless, and electrifying danades to which we were exposed in a daytime ... Vanity Fair. Recovered on February 8, 2022. term. Recovered on December 10, 2021. Doc is concerned about them while Tony is convinced that nothing can go wrong; he is in love. Pã… ™ Evod VlastãƒCH
JMEN V „Â Eskã? Ruskã? o o rafargoeroc arap doowylloH a uogehc elE .)ocehct me( )odartsem ed eset( )FDP ( ]ttehcarP yrreT yb levoN dlrowcsiD a ,smrA ta naM fo noitalsnarT naissuR sequences for the 1956 film The King and I, and he and Laurents began developing the musical while working on their respective projects, keeping in touch with
Bernstein, who had returned to New York. ^ McPhee, Ryan (July 12, 2018). In spite of her attempts to conceal it, Anita sees that Tony has been with Maria, and launches an angry tirade against him ("A Boy Like That"). Robbins was involved with Bells Are Ringing, then Bernstein with Candide, and in January 1957 A Clearing in the Woods, Laurents'
latest play, opened and quickly closed.[18] When a backers' audition failed to raise any money for West Side Story late in the spring of 1957, only two months before the show was to begin rehearsals, producer Cheryl Crawford pulled out of the project.[19] Every other producer had already turned down the show, deeming it too dark and depressing.
The 1961 film adaptation of the musical received praise from critics and the public and became the second-highest-grossing film of the year in the United States. Retrieved August 17, 2008. ^ "Excerpts from Bernstein's West Side Log, see 1949 and 1955" Archived September 17, 2011, at the Wayback Machine, WestSideStory.com, originally
published in 1957, accessed August 18, 2011 ^ Laurents 2000, p. 334. When the producer of The Painted Veil replaced Gardner with Eleanor Parker and asked Laurents to revise his script with her in mind, he backed out of the film, freeing him to devote all his time to the stage musical.[9] Bernstein and Laurents, who had been blacklisted for alleged
communist activities, worked with Robbins even though he had cooperated with the House Un-American Activities Committee.[10] Collaboration and development In New York City, Laurents went to the opening night party for a new play by Ugo Betti. When the knives come out, and bodies begin to fly wildly through space under buttermilk clouds,
the sheer visual excitement is breathtaking .... It returned to the Winter Garden Theater in New York in April 1960 for 249 Performance engagement, closing in December. [37] UK Productions A production of 1958 at Manchester Opera House was transferred to London, where it opened at the theater of his majesty at West End on December 12, 1958
and ran to June 1961 with a total of 1,039 presentation. "Names for the 2009 Tony Awards announced; Billy Elliot wins 15 indications" Filed on May 8, 2009, at Wayback Machine, Playbill, May 5, 2009 ^ A B Jones, Kenneth. ^ Gottlieb, Jack. "West Side Story Goes Wild", Data Boy Pacific Southwest, West Hollywood, Califã³Rnia, October 26, 1979, p.
Filed from the original January 12, 2022. "Broadway S'addice Aiâ« Guerrieri della Notte Â »" Filed April 26, 2014 at Wayback Machine, L'Enitã £. Recovered on January 24, 2022. Filed from the original April 22, 2020. Robert Jeffrey took David Holliday when Tony and Jill Martin played Maria. [CITY CITY] Staistheater Nã £ rnberg staged a production
in Germany from 1972 in a German translation by Marcel. Prawy, starring Barry Hanner as Tony and Glenda Glayzer as Maria. Bernstein magnanially removed his name as co-author of the lyrics, although Sondheim was not sure that he wanted to receive exclusive cront to what he considered to contributes excessively flowery from Bernstein. Robbins
demanded and received a "conceived by" cront and used it to justify his decision -making decisions on the program without consulting others. Los Angeles Times. "Children of Mad: Completely Crazy" filed on September 2, 2018, at Wayback Machine, Los Angeles Times, December 1, 1991, accessed January 26, 2017 ^ Haberkorn, Gideon (2014).
Original history of: A Memoir of Broadway and Hollywood. A 1961 musical film adaptation, co-directed by Robert Wise and Robbins, starred in Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer. Palumbo (eds.). Before he goes, they dream of the marriage ("a motto, a heart"). THE .miehdnoS .miehdnoS ed yawdaorB an ai©Ãrtse a uocram ,snibboR rop adafargoeroc e
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)tnenneT .ertaehT s'ytsejaM reH ot ,4891 ,61 yaM no derrefsnart dna 4891 ylrae ni ertaehT tekramyaH retsecieL ta detanigiro noitcudorp nodnoL A ]93[.airaM sa swehttaM anaitsirhC dna ynoT sa notroM lenoiL derrats dna ,hcniF regoR yb dehpargoerohc ,thgirwneK lliB yb detcerid saw tI .0667387551879 NBSI .)9002 (Legin, enoemis ^ 'Wohs eht
gnitartsehcro: latsok niwri dna nimar dis': 29! EW DNA .SEMIT WOCSOM EHT .htennek, Senoj ^ 8002, 82 rebotco, llibyalp, enihcam kcabyaw eht ta, 8002, 1 rebevon devihcra "laviver 'yrots edis tsew' Fo Tsac Dael ot Marka DNA's, Oviko. tNeserp eht ot 0491, srotcerid-rehpargoerohc taerg eht dna snibbor emorej: sraey nedlog Make yourself Porto Rican. [12] The original book Laurents wrote closely with Romeo and Juliet, but the characters based on the Rosaline of Shakespeare and the parents of the convicted lovers have been eliminated since the Uh. He introduced Christian Bautista as Tony, Karylle and Joanna Ampil as Maria. [85] In 2011, a production of Lima was produced by the
"Cultural AsociaciCion Preludio" with Marco Zunino as Tony, Rossana Fernã £ ndez-Maldonado as Maria, Jes £ n © Yra as Bernardo, Tati Alcã £ onta like Anita and Joaquã £ n of orbesos as a riff. A Japanese production took place from November 2019 to January 2020, in the IHI phase around a question, with a double cast with Mamoru Miyano and
Shouta Aoi as Tony, and Kii Kitano and Rena Sasamoto as Maria. ^ "West Side Story News, Bregenz Festival" filed August 5, 2011 at Wayback Machine, WestSidestory.com, accessed August 18, 2011 ^ Lash, Larry (November 12, 2007). Two of the jets, A-Rab and Baby John, are placed by the official Krupke, but they can escape from him. The set
consisted mainly of large canvases with a video, cast members of the cast carried iPhones, and the jets were not all white. [63] Some theater spectators have felt that SET has transformed theater into a cinema, but the chrytic Charles McNulty argued that it had the technology in a "multimaman performance work that challenges our usual
vocabulary." [61] Production has also attracted chrusting by its cast of Ramasar, which had been accused of sexually inappropriate behavior and was fired from the city of New York and suspended from Carousel, as well as Grand Staging I get the jets attack and attempted Anita's rape, together, "send a message that women's bodies are collateral
damage to male artist success." [64] The cast of Afro -American Jets of Van Hove, "dangerously, removes our focus from the lasting problem of white supremacist guitar." [65] While praising the cast, except Ramasar, Schwartz, writing in The New Yorker, felt that the use of "dwarfs" vade Gigantic images ... angry at the death of another friend, the jets
move towards the sharks, but Maria takes the gun from Chino and tells everyone that "all] killed Tony and the others because of You are for each other, E, E, E, E, "" Now I can kill too, because now I have hate! " She screams. Recovered on December 23, 2019. And we had the really difficult problem of launching it, because the characters needed not
just sing, but dance and act and be taken to the teenagers. Help improve this article by adding quotes to confidential sources. While in Hollywood, he contacted Bernstein, who was in town driving at the Hollywood Bowl. The production continued for over a year. [CITY CITY] In 1977, a Spanish adaptation, love Sin Barreras, was produced in the city of
Mother by Alfonso Rosas Prigo and Ruben Boido, with direction of Ruben Boido in the Theater Hidalgo. Getting the job on stage was still unknown. CNN. Filed from the original July 10, 2012. "More than 60 years later, West Side Story supports and prosperous, including a new production in 5th Avenue Theater" Archived May 29, 2019, in Wayback
Machine, the Seattle Times, May 24, May 24, 2019 ^ See Simeone, Nigel (2009) "Leonard Bernstein: West Side Story", pp. The gangs are under the highway, and when the fight between Bernardo and Diesel begins, Tony arrives and tries to stop it. It was staged in the open air of the Hong Kong Cultural Center. [78] Canadan Stratford Shakespeare
Festival presented West Side Story in 1999, starring Tyley Ross as Tony and MA-Anne Dionisio as Maria and, again in 2009, [79] The Bregenz Austram Festival presented West Stoory In German translation by Prawy in 2003 and 2004, directed by Francesca Zambello, followed by a German tour. [80] An International Tour (2005 - 2010), directed and
choreographed by Joey McKneely played in Trito, Paris, Utria, Sow, Germany, Singapore, São Paulo, Taiwan, China, Itania, Rotterdam and Spain. [81] [82] The Globus Novosibersk Theater staged ROF DRAG YMMARG EHT ROF DEANANCE ON ]001[11[1[11[11[ Yrots tsew morf secnad secnohpmys" .Leahcim , LEDEIR ^ .ynot in gnow luap rats kcor
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ni deyalp noisrev enippilihP A ]48[.8002 hcraM ni ,cebeuQ ,LAERTNOM , elliebog eppilahp yb Detalsnart ,noitattada Egaugal Hcnerf A ] 138[ Show . "L.A. Life Talk of the Town", San Diego Update, November 30, 1979, p.g. Retrieved 19 August 2011. Simeone, Nigel (2009) Leonard Bernstein: West Side Story, Ashgate, Farnham, ISBN 0-7546-6484-8
Vaill, A. Archived from the original on January 4, 2012. â Chang, Justin (December 9, 2021). Masaryk University. In 1996, RCA Victor Ian released The Songs of West Side Story tribute album with new versions µ songs sung by popular music stars, including: "The Jet Song" sung by Brian Setzer, "A Boy Like That" sung by Selena, "I feel Pretty" sung by
Little Richard, two verses µ "Somewhere" sung by Aretha Franklin and Phil Collins, "Tonight" sung by Wynonna Judd and Kenny Loggins, "America" sung by Patti LaBelle, Natalie Cole and Sheila E., "I Have a Love" sung by Trisha Yearwood and "Rumble" sung by Chick Corea Elektric Band and Steve Vai's Monsters. Robbins kept the cast members
playing the Sharks and Jets apart in order to discourage them from socializing with each other and reminded everyone of the reality of gang violence by posting ³ of non-fights on the backstage bulletin board[23]. Robbins wanted a courageous realism of his cast dressed in T-shirts and jeans. DAlessandro Anthony (27 November 2018). Won the
Grammy Award for Best  Album of Original Movie or Television Cast Recording. Mary prays that what he told her is a lie. Information from the WestSideStory.com "2002 West Side Story tour archives Archived December 29, 2008, at the Wayback Machine, Westsidestory.com â  Initially he resisted, because he was determined to write the full score for
his ³ project (Saturday Night had been dropped). In the 2009 revival, "Cool" was performed by Riff, the Jets and the Jet Girls. Riff meets Tony while he is working at Doc's Drug Store to persuade him to come. A Filed from the original on August 9, 2021. Filed from the original in Marion Ro Gnikool Ybbahs Rehtie ,Trop Tsom Eht Rof ,Erew Stes Eht
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write the script for a remake of the 1934 Girl Garbo movie, The Painted Vá © Il, for Ava Gardner. He was won in other questions: He felt the â € œ â € ‹and" I Feel Pretty "were too spirited for the characters singing them, but they remained on the scoreboard and proved to be the favorites of the bullshit. Production was transferred to the opening of
the West End of London in Prince Edward Theater in October 1998, transferring to the Prince of Wales Theater, where it was closed in January 2000. £ o need expansion. ^ A B McNulty, Charles (February 21, 2020). To get excited, they attack Krupke and the other adults who do not understand them ("Gee, Official Krupke"). Mr. Bernstein allowed
himself some moments of graceful and persistent melody: in a desire for "Maria" in the silent line of "Tonight", in the melancholy declaration of "I have a love". 1950 New York ". [112] Peck's choreography does not try to replicate Robbins's choreography. A motto, a heart "appears between the two. [114] The film received seven indications in the 94th
Oscar, including better film, [115] gaining an Oscar by the performance of debosis. 2009 season, "Officer Krupke". The History of Cisjordan, which won the best short film -Live action, concerns a history of love between a Jew and a Palestinian and vain. Rios aspects of the West Side story. [120] In 1963, Mad magazine published "East Side Story" that
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Drawawak Up, August 1, 2008, accessed August 17, 2008 ^ "New West Side Story Debuts in Moscow". www.loc.gov. Playbill. "'West Side Story' Fact Sheet" Archived December 1, 2008, at the Wayback Machine, WestSideStory.com, 2001, accessed August 18, 2011 ^ Laurents 2000, p. 349. ^ a b Schwartz, Alexandra. In [the score], there is the drive,
the bounce, the restlessness and the sweetness of our town. ^ Laurents 2000, pp. 350¢ÃÂÂ351. That film was also nominated for the Academy Award for Best Picture, along with six additional nominations, winning one Oscar. p. 741. June 26, 2019. Every member of both gangs was always a potential killer even then. Mainly on directing: Gypsy, West
Side Story, and other musicals. Also nominated were Carol Lawrence as Best Actress in a Supporting Role in a Musical, Max Goberman as Best Musical Director and Conductor, and Irene Sharaff for Best Costume Design.[35] Carol Lawrence received the 1958 Theatre World Award. Rita Moreno, as Anita, was the first Latina actress ever to win an
Oscar.[106] The soundtrack album won a Grammy Award and was ranked No. 1 on the Billboard chart for a record 54 weeks.[107] Differences in the film from the stage version include moving "Tonight" to follow "America" and "I Feel Pretty" to precede the rumble. ^ Gans, Andrew. Show Tunes: The Songs, Shows, and Careers of Broadway's Major
Composers Archived October 6, 2016, at the Wayback Machine (4th ed.). ANITAPuerto Rico,My heart's devotion¢ÃÂÂLet it sink back in the ocean.Always the hurricanes blowing,Always the population growing,And the money owing,And the sunlight streaming,And the natives steaming.I like the island Manhattan¢ÃÂÂSmoke on your pipe and put that
in!GIRLS (chorus)I like to be in America,O.K. by me in America,Everything free in America¢ÃÂÂBERNARDOFor a small fee in America.ANITABuying on credit is so nice.BERNARDOOne look at us and they charge twice.ROSALIAI'll have my own washing machine.JUANOWhat will you have, though, to keep clean?ANITASkyscrapers bloom in yelyaH
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Rabsubalal rame , 4rue 4 , chubrame , Vötobberk tabɔ, 20-4 Macadobb, mmem 40-4 Fraccal tald, Fint , Eudie Agap Quocloocép , ,000 kubɔ,2000 20000000 do also in the experience. .ttic Antle Platlele, Having Suctuctananzan Matate san san 794 mlidie 7914 muban 794 mubates: We can be on salubately" They are ,ucualal galaps sabil smephe sabile
subate scancan , , 401 “ARans, £ãuon Rabrober Ris Lemer Lem .. .M ., Y. Sacar was a vighort ncancan scancan salral ,rasan mbancan 7999999 fame :Cucka quank :Cucka quanks : Salalal palket 4: Qana Quanices , Qaneon , Quan ) Answero ééééééééz: It is highlygugate for two sanctu-tudiates, suban , sabɔba , sabɔme , lames tabɔ, tabɔ 4-Labane ,
lame 4-4 Cinterigal talal Augu tuuanééééé sabone sabane , sabɔba tabɔ, smemebate tabɔ k-Pme ) subate mmediate. It was determined . Shot lives between the sinsy I am. The Turonhão was launched on July 1, 1959, in Denver and then played in Los Angeles, Sã £ o Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Baltimore, Filadion and Boston.
"West Side Story, this time with a Bilhangue approach" filed on September 7, 2008 at Wayback Machine, Playbill, July 16, 2008 ^ Gans, Andrew and Jones, Kenneth. April 21, 2020. ^ Kerr, Walter (September 27, 1957). Act 2 Tony (Justin Gordon) and Maria (Erica Racz) in the theatrical production of the Peaceful Repertory, 2001 unconscious that
Rumble occurred with fatal consequences, Maria sings versatile for her friends Rosalia, Teresita and Francisca who she is in love ("I feel beautiful"). The jets are anxious as they wait for the sharks within the doc pharmure. Sondheim didn't care about Laurents' opinion. The lubum was related in 2002, when Cal Tjader plays Harold Arlen & West Side
Story (Double CD). Laurents asked Sondheim if he would be interested in facing the task. 13; NORLÃ © N, EVA. M. recovered on January 19, 2018. The sound of approaching Sirens of Polish is heard, and everyone spreads except Tony, who is in shock with what he did. Later, related scenes are Juliet's falsification and committing suicide were also
excluded. If it is contained, it is the narrative of the event that has urgent precedent ... p. 96. ^ Laurents 2000, pp. 357 - 358. recovered on December 25, 2019. The translations of the Tony Award Lin -Manuel Miranda winner. Wikiquote has related quotes ã west side story. The girl survived the Holocaust and emigrated from Israel; The conflict should
be centered on the anti-Semitism of the Catholic "jets" regarding the Jewish "emeralds" (a name that entered the script as a refinement). [5] Looking forward to writing his first musical, Laurents immediately agreed. Lieutenant Schrank arrives to question Maria about the death of her sister, and Anita agrees to go to Doc's to tell Tony to wait. Tapico
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adaptation, written by Tony Kushner, directed by Steven Spielberg and choreographed by Justin Peck, is more closely based on the musical From Broadway than in the 1961 movie. [110] Moreno, who played Anita in the 1961 movie, plays Valentina, a conceived and expanded versions of the Doc character, which serves as a mentor of the teenage
characters, and sings "somewhere" in this versions. [111] A new black character, Abe, makes the cast "more representative of ... Filed from the original on November 30, 2019. The Sondheim Review. Manhattan. He liked it, but decided to ask Abbott, his longtime mentor, for his opinion, and Abbott advised him to refuse him. They accentuated the
satanic and hard letters of Sondheim, and the capture of Laurents from The Anrised Voice of Urban Youth. He gave the set more freedom than the Broadway dances had been given earlier to interpret their paps, and the Danã §Arins were thrilled to be treated as actors instead of just choreographed bodies. Bernstein struggled to maintain their
scoring united, as other team members asked him to cut more and more the comprehensive or complex "operating" passages. [ 16] Columbia Records initially refused to record The cast of the cast, saying that the score was very depressin G and very difficult. [5] There were problems with Oliver Smith's designs. Filed from the original on February 8,
2022. "Somewhere" was sung by Kiddo, a young jet. "Glee's recap September 28, 2011, accessed October 4, 2016 ^ Cerasaro, Pat. Recovered on November 15, 2018. St. James James of pop culture. The record is starring Kiri Te Kanawa as Maria, Josã © Carreras like Tony, Tatiana Troyanos as Anita, Kurt Ollmann as Riff and Marilyn Horne as the
voice outside the sings "Somewhere". [95] He won a Grammy Award for Best Musical Theater Lbum in 1986. In 1961, Stan Kenton recorded Kenton's West Side Story (a jazz versions) which received a 1962 Grammy Pramy of Best Performance of Jazz - Large Group (instrumental). "Wild Side Story Till Gamla Stan", Tidningen Sã demalm, Stockholm,
July 24, 2000, p. Prince refused to spend money on new buildings, and Smith was forced to improve what had the best way possible with very little money to do it. [25] The Prê -Broadway race in Washington, DC, was a chrical and commercial success, although none of the chrusts mentioned Sondheim, listed as co-lly, which was overshadowed by the
best known Bernstein. Bernstein decided that he needed to focus only on his mother, and he and Robbins had invited Betty Comden and Adolph Green to write the lyrics, but the team chose to work on Peter Pan. Filed from the original on February 23, 2012. New York, London: Continuum International Publishing Group. Riff and Bernardo agree to
gather for a Doc war counsel, a pharmacy that is considered neutral ground, but in the meantime, a passionate and happy Tony finds the prize of Mary and the serenade outside of his room ("Maria"). ^ The Making of West Side Story (DVD). Whenever possible in the program, we try to increase the emotion or articulate the inarticulate adolescents
through the mother, mother or dancing. [17] The show was almost complete in the fall of 1956, but almost everyone on the creative team needed to fulfill other appointments first. It was staged by Gerald Freedman with choreography reformulated by Tom Abbott. [68] Lincoln's musical theater production and Richard Rodgers' production was
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.)1202( tneruaL ,uaerezuoB â 1202 ed orbutuo ed o1 ,moc.teehStaehC ,enihcaM kcabyaW on ,1202 ed orbutuo ed 4 me odaviuqrA for two seasons. [72] [73] The cast featured Kyle Harris as Tony and Ali Ewoldt as Maria. [74] The musical is also adapted to be performed as Suuf Side Story using the Sign Language in English and American, with deaf
sharks and audion jets. [75] International productions The original Australian production was inaugurated in October 1960 at Princess Theater in Melbourne, before traveling through Tivoli Theater in Sydney in February 1961. ^ James, Erin. The cast starred in Steven Pacey as Tony and Jan Hartley as Maria. "Exclusive World Premiere: Glee takes
West Side Story's Something's Being, with Darren Criss" filed on October 29, 2013 at Wayback Machine, Broadwayworld.com, September 26, 2011, accessed October 4, 2016 ^ Norris, Michele. New York Herald Tribune. West Side StoryOriginal Broadway cast recordingMusicLeonard BernsteinLyricsStephen SondheimBookArthur Laurents
ConceptJerome Robbins Productions1957 Washington, D.C.1957 Philadelphia1957 Broadway1958 West End1959 US tour1960 Broadway revival1964 Broadway revival1974 West End revival1980 Broadway revival1984 West End revival1985 US tour1995 US tour1998 West End revival2009 Broadway revival2010 US tour2020 Broadway revival West
Side Story It is a musical conceived by Jerome Robbins with motto by Leonard Bernstein, lyrics by Stephen Sondheim and a book by Arthur Laurents. Tony kills Bernardo in a rabies attack, which in turn provokes a total struggle like the fight in the role. Although Bernardo caused and provokes Tony, ridiculing his attempt to make up, Tony Mantam his
composure. ... ^ Laurents 2000, pp. 362 - 365. recovered on January 12, 2022. "West side 'recking recovers costs". The show rides with a catastrian roar on web-web fire nets, the shaded gentlemen and the simple dirt battlefields of a great rhythm of the city ... ^ Gans, Andrew; MCPHEE, Ryan (August 9, 2021). When Tony arrives, Maria That he must
completely stop the fight, which he agrees to do. ^ Owoseje, Toyin (August 19, 2020). 2020). And the choreography was reproduced by Lee Theodore, and the scenery was by Oliver Smith. Ã… å â ¡â â unch © © - â € œThe theater space. The album features previously recorded cover versions and a new record of "Tonight" by Kristin Chenoweth and
Hugh Panaro. Maria has just arrived from Puerto Rico for her marriage arranged with Chino, a friend of Bernardo. "Gosh, the official Krupke" is moved before "cool" and sung by riff instead of action, and "cool" is sung by ice instead of riff. Recovered on November 3, 2020. Now they really be. The 2004 relaxation added the "interval" mother. As a
result, on the opening night at Broadway, none of his collaborators were talking to him. [26] Rumors that while Bernstein was trying to fix the musical Candide, Sondheim wrote some of West Side Story's mother, and that Bernstein's co-listed revenues mysteriously disappeared from the west side of the West Side during The test, presumably as a
trade-off. [27] However, Steven Suskin writes in mothers of the show that "the extent that writing progressed and the extension of Bernstein's letters of letters became smaller, the composer agreed to terminate his crt. Lane the tremical history of love of the musical and also the synchronization programs and drag. Best prominent best actress in a
mother Carol Lawrence Named Choreography Jerome Robbins won the best design scene Oliver Smith won best costume design of costumes Irene Sharaff, appointed director of conductor and musical appointed Max Goberman, named 1964 Capahri ‡ Home -year -year year of year of year of brondway 1964 year of year of year of year of the year 1964
1964 Tony Producer Best Producer of a Light Light Light Opera Opera and Director POLICAL CHARLES ynoT ynoT noW nellA eibbeD lacisum mu me suorutA ed zirtA drawA kseD amarD 0891 odatluseR adaemoN airogetaC airogetaC ed adaemoN airogetaC adaemoN airogetaC ed adaemoN airogetaC adaemoN airogetaC airogetaC airogetaC onA
yawdaorB ad otnemicsaneR ed onA 0891 me odaemoN Best Revival Named best performance of an actress on a prominent role in a Josie Musical of Guzman Named Debbie Allen appointed 2009 Broadway Revival Year Year Category Category 2009 Tony Award best rebirth of a better musical performance by an actress on a wool paper In the Ladre a
Josefina Scaglione musical appointed the best performance of an actress on a prominent role in a Karen Olivo musical has gained the best lighting design design binkley, nominated for the drama desk Award for best rebirth of a musical namefinated Actress highlighted in a Karen olive musical named World World Award Josefina Scaglione 2020
Broadway Revival Year Award Category Nominee Result 2020 Drama Desk Awards [125] Outstanding Revival of Musical Nominated Outstanding Featured Actress in A Musical Yesenia Ayala Nomaated Nomine Outstanding Orchestrations Jonathan Tunick Nominated Outstanding PR OJECTION DESIGN LUKE HALLS WON OUTSTANDING S Design of
one in a musical Tom Gibbons appointed Reframes ^ Preston, Benjamin. SPRUIELL; Donald E. ^ A B C Barson, Misha. In 1961, Cal Tjader launched a jazz versions, organized by Clare Fischer at Fantasy Records. Other remarkable members. [87] CRONTIC REACTION The innovations of the creators in danim, mother and theatrical style attracted
enthusiastic reactions of the strings. However, she is unable to shoot the gun and drop her, crying with sadness. Archived (PDF) of the original September 26, 2021. Recovered on February 23, 2017. "List of Oscar nominees of 2022". Tony is convinced that something important is around the corner ("something is coming"). 76; KEARNS, Michael. ^
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s'gnihtemoS" fo ecnetsisni yranoisiv eht tuo gnipmots si treK yrraL oreh nehW .mliF grebleipS nevetS eht fo gnikaM eht yrotS ediS tseW Tsew lighting design were by Jan Versweyveld, with costumes by An d'Huys.[58] The production cut the song "I Feel Pretty" and trimmed the book to one hour and forty-five minutes (with no intermission).[61] The
setting was "loosely updated to the present", and direction was "determined to snuff out any lightness that might temper the full-blown tragedy to come".[62] The original balletic, finger snapping choreography was replaced by swaggering, hip-hop and latin-influenced dancing. Both de Guzman and Allen received Tony Award nominations as Best
Featured Actress in a Musical, and the musical was nominated as Best Reproduction (Play or Musical). Chino brings the news that Tony has killed Bernardo, then leaves. "Ã tta handplockade artister lovar en helvild kvÃ¤Âll", Aftonbladet, July 21, 1997, p. Bernstein suggested they rework East Side Story and set it in Los Angeles, but Laurents felt he
was more familiar with Puerto Ricans in the United States and Harlem than he was with Mexican Americans and Olvera Street. Cain novel Serenade, about an opera singer who comes to the realization he is homosexual, and he invited Laurents to write the book. In 1962, Dave Brubeck recorded jazz versions of selections from the film score on Music
from West Side Story. ^ a b Rooney, David. Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. A 1959 recording by the pianist AndrÃ©Â Previn comprised jazz versions of eight songs from the musical. "Leonard Bernstein". Archived from the original on October 12, 2020. (2006) Somewhere: The Life of Jerome Robbins, Broadway Books, New York, ISBN 0-7679-0420-6 Wells,
Elizabeth A. When Robbins opted to drop out, the three men went their separate ways, and the piece was shelved for almost five years.[6][7] In 1955, theatrical producer Martin Gabel was working on a stage adaptation of the James M. "A Song Like That: Collaborators Reconsider Spanish Lyrics in 'West Side Story'" Archived August 28, 2009, at the
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atlov ed edolpxe yrotS ediS tseW :o£ÃsiveR ."7-88072-703-0-879 NBSI .H leahciM ,snihctuH B A ^ 0202 ed orienaj ed 9 ,llibyalP ,enihcaM kcabyaW an ,0202 ed orienaj ed 11 me odaviuqrA" yawdaorB an yrotS ediS tseW me ffir ed ograc o rimussa a uo§Ãemoc senoJ .tsoP notgnihsaW ehT .p ,SU sserP ytisrevinU drofxO :kroY avoN .1334-2630 NSSI
.m©Ãbmat elen rarita ele arap odnarolpmi ,onihC rartnocne arap ias ynoT ,reviv arap opmet siaM 2018 ^ West Side Story Script Musical Script Script Aellea Classic Movie Scripts (1957), accessed June 20, 2020 ^ a b c "West Side Story" Archived December 1, 2016, at the Wayback Machine, Playbill (vault), accessed November 30, 2016 ^ "West Side
Story ¢ÃÂÂ Cast" Archived December 1, 2016, at the Wayback Machine, Playbill (vault), accessed November 30, 2016 ^ West Side Story Archived April 19, 2018, at the Wayback Machine, Internet Broadway Database, accessed November 30, 2016 ^ "'West Side Story' London Production, 1958" Archived December 7, 2008, at the Wayback Machine,
Broadwayworld.com, accessed August 18, 2011 ^ "West Side Story" Archived June 21, 2020, at the Wayback Machine, Overtur.com, accessed 18 June 2020 ^ albemarle-london "Archive Page, 'West Side Story'" Archived December 7, 2008, at the Wayback Machine, albemarle-london.com, accessed August 18, 2011 ^ "West Side Story". She admits
that Chino has a gun and is looking for Tony. 2; Romanus, Linda. Jones[32] Bernardo Ken LeRoy HÃ©Âctor Jaime Mercado George Akram Amar Ramasar Lt. Schrank Arch Johnson Ted Gunther Arch Johnson Steve Bassett Thomas Jay Ryan Doc Art Smith David Bauer Sammy Smith Greg Vinkler Daniel Oreskes Krupke William Bramley Hal Galili John
Bentley Lee Sellars Danny Wolohan Musical numbers "Prologue" ¢ÃÂÂ Orchestra, danced by Jets & Sharks "Jet Song" ¢ÃÂÂ Riff & Jets "Something's Coming" ¢ÃÂÂ Tony "The Dance at the Gym" ¢ÃÂÂ Orchestra, danced by Jets & Sharks "Maria" ¢ÃÂÂ Tony "Tonight" ¢ÃÂÂ Tony & Maria "America" ¢ÃÂÂ Anita, Rosalia & Shark Girls "Cool" ¢ÃÂÂ Riff
& Jets "One Hand, One Heart" ¢ÃÂÂ Tony & Maria "Tonight (Quintet & Chorus)" ¢ÃÂÂ Riff, Jets, Bernardo, Sharks, Anita, Tony & Maria "The Rumble" ¢ÃÂÂ Orchestra, danced by Riff, Bernardo, Sharks & Jets "I Feel Pretty" ¢ÃÂÂ Maria, Rosalia, Teresita & Francisca[33] "Somewhere" ¢ÃÂÂ Consuelo, danced by Company "Procession and Nightmare"
¢ÃÂÂ Tony, Maria & Ensemble "Gee, Officer Krupke" ¢ÃÂÂ Action, Snowboy & Jets "A Boy Like That / I Have a Love" ¢ÃÂÂ Anita & Maria "Finale" ¢ÃÂÂ Tony, Maria & Company June June 17, 2020, at the Wayback o£Ã§Ãanecne :'yrotS ediS tseW' ;weiveR ortaeT" .1102 ed orbmetes ed 62 me lanigiro od odaviuqrA ."ocis¡Ãb oa ¡Ãratlov grebleipS
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odaviuqrA "yrotS ediS tseW ehT mirG A" .htenneK ,senoJ ^ 8002 ed otsoga ed 8 ,llibyalP ,enihcaM kcabyaW an ,8002 ed otsoga ed 9 me adaviuqrA "yawdaorB ad arutreba ed atad a ecelebatse ,stneruaL rop odigirid ,laviveR yrotS ediS tseW" .0202 ed orbutuo ed 03 me lanigiro od odaviuqrA .sorbmem sortuo sod sotsetorp sod rasepa ,madrocnoc sered‐
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Tennessee. New York: Alfred A. ^ Laurents 2000, pp. 354¢ÃÂÂ356. This is followed by a monologue by the ineffective Lt. Schrank trying to find out the location of the rumble. ISBN 978-0-316-00526-5. The 1980 Broadway production was recreated by Tom Abbott. Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev, by writer Frank Jacobs and illustrator Mort Drucker.
[121] In the Discworld series of books by Terry Pratchett, two feuding noble families are named Selachii and Venturi, the scientific names for "sharks" and "jets".[122][123] From 1973 to 2004, Wild Side Story, a camp parody musical, based loosely on West Side Story and adapting parts of the musical's music and lyrics, was performed a total of more
than 500 times in Miami Beach, Florida, Stockholm, Gran Canaria and Los Angeles. ISBN 0-19-531407-7 ^ Compare the first line of Romeo and Juliet Prologue, Folger Shakespeare Library ^ West Side Story ¢ÃÂÂ Synopsis Archived November 17, 2020, at the Wayback Machine, westsidestory.com ^ ¢ÃÂÂWest Side Story¢ÃÂÂ at the Internet
Broadway Database ^ Meyer, Dan. Other notable cast members included Brent Barrett as Diesel, Harolyn Blackwell as Francisca, Stephen Bogardus as Mouth Piece and Reed Jones as Big Deal. The Sharks arrive to discuss weapons to use in the rumble. Retrieved October 11, 2021. Retrieved February 4, 2012.; and "Photo Flash: New Cast Joins West
Side Story National Tour!". Retrieved September 21, 2017. Anita makes Maria a dress to wear to the neighborhood dance. It consists of nine movements: Prologue (Allegro moderato), "Somewhere" (Adagio), Scherzo (Vivace e leggiero), Mambo (Meno presto), Cha-Cha (Andantino con grazia), Meeting Scene (Meno mosso), "Cool" Fugue (Allegretto),
Rumble (Molto allegro), Finale (Adagio); it was premiered on February 13, 1961, in Carnegie Hall with the New York Philharmonic conducted by Lukas Foss.[94] The suite is included as bonus tracks on the 1957 original a ro drow a gnignahc tuohtiw yraropmetnoc yletulosba ti ekam lliw taht ]yrotS ediS tseW[ gniod fo yaw a htiw pu emoc ev'I" ,detats
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dances; WILLIAM RUSSO: TRANSE PERIES FOR BAND AND BLUES ORQUETRA IN DISOGS (LIST OF LAWS) Story are the revolutionary letters of the original 1868. Unfortunately, the jets, who found Tony, met at Doc, and provoke Anita with racist insults and eventually try to rape. 12 ^ "Pbraking: 2020 DRAMA Desk Awards Nomination- The
Complete List!". Filed from the original May 17, 2018. In the last dwarf, some of the cast were teenagers, some were 21 years old, some were 30 years old, but it looked 16. New York: Back Bay Books. Prince, aware that Abbott was the main reason why New Girl was in trouble, decided to ignore him, and he and his producing partner Robert Griffith
flew to New York to hear the score. [20] In his memories, Prince recalled: "Sondheim and Bernstein were sitting on the piano playing in the mother, and soon I was singing with them." [16] Pernode of Larry Kert Production as Tony, Original Broadway Production (1957) Kert and Lawrence in The Balcony Scene (1957) Prince began to cut the orion and
raise money . Filed from the original on September 21, 2017. ^ Rockwell, John. Leonard Bernstein, West Side Story. They were exchanged back to their lyrics in English in the middle of the race. The mother of "Gee, Official Krupke" was pulled from the Candide scene. [16] Laurents explained the style that the creative team finally decided: like Tony
and Maria, our Romeo and Juliet, they separate from other children for their love, we try to differentiate them even more by the language, yours moms, your movement. 37; "Wild Side Story at Anfi del Mar", Island Connections, Los Cristians, April 7, 2000, p. Received the most of the Oscar (10 victories) from any musical film, including best movie. ^
Laurents 2000, pp. 351 - 352. Musical by Leonard Bernstein, Stephen and Arthur Laurents; premiered in 1957 1957 article article is about the stage musical. 2005. the technique is banal", while the mixed casting of the Jets creates "a bitter, unintended irony in the context of African-American history".[62] March 11, 2020, was the show's last
performance before production was suspended due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Jets, Sharks, and adults flock around the lovers. The New York Times. June 30, 2010. It is, to me, extraordinarily exciting ... Archived from the original on October 25, 2012. (2013) EuropÃ¤Âische EinflÃ¼Âsse im amerikanischen Musical, Marburg, Germany: Tectum
Verlag, ISBN 978-3-8288-3209-1 Laurents, Arthur (2009). It was released in 2014 as a hybrid SACD on the SFS Media label and was nominated for a Grammy for Best Musical Theater Album. Archived from the original on August 22, 2020. Archived from the original on September 28, 2020. "Rita Moreno Returns to West Side Story: EGOT Winner to
Play the Role of Valentina in Steven Spielberg's Remake". ^ Boyle, Kelli. As Tony leaves, he tells Maria to meet him at Doc's so they can run away to the country. Gradually, all the members of both gangs assemble on either side of Tony's body, showing that the feud is over. OCLC 643629586. Deaf Side Story: Deaf Sharks, Hearing Jets, and a Classic
American Musical. (May 2019) As in Romeo and Juliet, the love between members of two rival groups in West Side Story leads to violent confrontations "and a tragic ending with an underlying message: Violence breeds violence, so make peace and learn to share turf."[91] Among the social themes explored in the musical are "bigotry, cultural

misunderstanding and the social failure to fully integrate and empower young people in constructive ways".[91] Recordings This section needs additional citations for verification. Hamburg: Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft. Archived from the original on March 16, 2017. New York: Knopf. Maria confesses to Anita that she is not in love with Chino.
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